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Viet Nam, Santo Domingo­
Topics of Baruch Se,ninar 
. .  T�e continuin� _crisis in Viet Nam and the United States' involvement in the new 
crisis m the Dom1mcan Republic have lent fresh urgency- to the seminar scheduled for 
Thursday, May 13 in the Baruch auditorium. 
This was the view expressed by .sponsors of the event as they prepared for a massive 
turnout of students, speakers,�·---------------::......::.........:_ __ __:: __ .:.:::.:=--:::
 
and facuJtly members for the 
historic session. 
Planned originally as a discus­
sion on the situation in Viet Nam, 
it is now expected that the pro­
gram will cover American involve­
ment in the Caribbean, as well. 
marily, of Day and Evening Ses­
sion faculty members. 
The organizers of the program 
have stressed that they are not 
advocating any one viewpoint on 
the war in Viet Nam. The seminar 
is designed as an educational fo­
rum whereby students and teach­
ers will exchange ideas and con­
victions, with the ultimate goal of 
strengthening and enriching their 
knowledge of the subject. 
In addition to The Reporter and· 
The Ticker, Baruch's Evening and 
Day Session newspapers who orig­
inally sponsored the event, both 
Day and Evening Session Student 
Councils have endorsed the pro­
gram -and agreed to co-sponsor the 
The City University of New York will next September seminar. 
A full slate of commitments from 
Baruch faculty members has been 
received. Speakers and topics were 
carefully selected by The Reporter 
and The Ticker in ordel' to insure 
a balanced and objective program. 
achieve the goal which the Board of Higher Education set in A special feature of the program 








n :h:��: ing college opportunity in at least one of its senior colleges er or not United States military 
for those qualified high school• forces should remain in Viet Nam. 
graduates who have an aver- more of the applications were in- Mr. David McReynolds, member of 
age of,82 or above. complete or were received long the Socialist Party and an exec-
The Chancellor of the City Uni- after the last possible date on utive of the War Resistors League, 
versity, Dr. Albert H. Bowker, has which they could have been pro- will speak against the Unitea 
reported this to the Board of High- _ce_s _se_d_. _______
_ � 
__ 
S _ta_t _es_'_p _o _lic_y_._M_1_·. _Ki_·e_1_·a _n _O_ ' _D _ou_ g:.._h-
er Education, it became known 
last night. He said that approxi­
mately 35,000 applications for 
September admission to the four­
year and two-year units of the 
ITni,ve,·sHy had been received. 
S.C. President, Miss C. Ford 
erty, chairman of the National 
Affairs Committee of the New 
York Conservative Party, will de­
fend our position in Viet Nam. 
Some of the topics to be dis­
cussed are: A Summary of Events 
Leading up to the Present-Day 
Situation in Viet Nam, The Na­
ture of Revolution, The Economic 
Aspects and Influences of the Viet 
Nam Crisi_s·, Who are the Viet 
The purpose of this seminar is Cong, Why .We Should Support 
to present various viewpoints on U.S. Policies in Viet Nam, A Real­this vital issue to the students and istic Approach to the Situation in faculty members of the school. Viet Nam and What it Means in 
The format of the program is the Present World Context, and, 
similar to the recent "teachains" to culminate the program, Should 
held at various col'leges and univer- We· ·Co'ntinue Our Present Policy 
sities throughout the country. The and/or Escalate the War in Viet "The· senior coHeges," 1:Ji:. Bow­ker said, "have offered places to 
about 15,000 applicants with the 
expectation that of these, follow­
ing the normal experience with 
multiple applications the nation 
over, about 10,500 will actually en­
roll in the day sessions of the sen­
ior colleges. The comparable fig­
ures for the community colleges of 
the University, embracing both the 
transfer and career programs, 
show that some 6,000 day students 
of the 9,000 to whom places have 




/!:�: ��t!�ri�0�:� ��:· vf;t
d 
N!�
.uld We Withdraw 
split into separate Marketing, Management, and Statistics ing. The speakers will consist, pr:i- (Continued on Page 2) 
The B. A. Split - New 
R!eq,uirernen,ts $elated 
been offered will enroll." 
16,5-00 Places Available at CU 
Thus, the City University will 
provide day session pl-aces for 
16,500, not quite half of the num­
ber of applicants. About 8,000 of 
the 35,000 applications were from 
students who did not have the 
qualifications for the units for 
which they applied. Some 3,000 
Departments will be set up after the summer session. The __________ ___________ ___.::...__ 
chap.ge in administration will take effect both in the Day 
A t• T T d and Evening Ses�ions. d_" ... ·_i CCOUn Ing, ax ren SProfessor John W. Wingate, "%1 
chairman of the Department of 
"1 T B c f T 
• 
Business Administration stated, 
-i_,_·. 
0 e on erence op1c 
"The reason for this move is to ,. 
obtain better administration of the 
courses in the three areas. The 
Department had become a catch­
all for a wide range of courses 
covering many disciplines. Its of-. 
fering approached those of a school 
of commerce." 
The new Management Depart­
inent will assume jurisdiction over 
all management courses and Bus. 
(Continued on Page 2) Professor John W. Wingate 
An open invitation to attend the 'Conference on Account­
ing and Tax Trends,' to be held at the Barbizon Plaza, Mon­
day and Tuesday, May 24 and May '25, has be�n extended to 
all students of the Baruch School by Dr. T. Edward Hol-
lander, conference coordina-:..,_ ___________ _ 
tor. as panelists and seminar partici­
Many large and small firms have pants. 
Dr. Rid dle Appointed New Dean 
At College of Police S cience 
already applied and will send their Leroy Layton, executive partner 
research representatives to the of Main, Lafrentz and Company, 
conference. Alumni and single pro- ranked among the top fifteen ac­
prietorships have also indicated a counting firm in the U. S., 
strong interest in the program. At is a member of the Pennsyl-
the time of printing, over 100 peo- (Continued on Page 2) 
pie have already registered for tbe __________ :._ __ 
conference, and 150 people are ex­
pected to attend. 
Top men in the fields of taxation 
and accountancy wili address the 
conference attendees in an effort 
to 'keep practicing accountants and 
C.P.A.'s and financial executives 
currently aware of new develop­
ments in the areas of taxation -and 
public accounting practice. The 
conference is being sponsored by 
the Department of Accountancy in 







The appointment of Dr. Donald H. Riddle as Dean of Faculty of the College of Police 
Science of The City University of New York was announced last week by acting preside�t 
Mie1la�l J. Murphy. The College of Police Science is scheduled to open in the new quarters 
ef the- P01ice Academy at 235 • 
Ea&:t 2@ Street in September 
1965. --, 
. 
"We are enormously pleased that 
Dr. Riddle ,vill be Dean of Faculty 
for our new college," Acting Presi­
dent Murphy said. "We are con­
iliaent that high quality standards 
will be his guiding principle in 
the administration of the faculty. 
This college is a pioneer in the 
education of law enforcement per­
sonnel and this makes its adher­
ence to quality standards of great 
imrortance." 
Dr. Riddle is presently Profes­
sor of Politidil Science and Di­
rector of Research for the Eagle­
ton Institute of Politics at Rutgers 
- The State University, New 
Brunswick, New Jersey. For this 
position Dr. Riddle was the unani­
mous choice of the Selection Com­
mittee consisting of Dr. Albeit H. 
,Dr. Donald H. Riddle 
Bowker, chancellor of the City 
University, Acting-President 11'.li­
chael J. Murphy, Deputy Chief 
Inspector Patrick V. Murphy, and 
Dr. Elbe1t K. Fretwell Jr., dean of 
Academic Development for the 
City University. 
The Committee conducted a na­
tion-wide search and identified ap­
proximately 45 c-andidates, of whom 
approximately 20 were interviewed. 
The .appointment of Dean Riddle 
was recommended to the Board of 
Higher Education by Dr. Charles 
H. Tuttle, chairman of the Board's 
Committee 'for the College, and 
was approved by the Board of 
Higher Education -at its April 26 
meeting. 
Dr. Riddle lives in Princeton, 
New Jersey, and took his bacca­
laureate, master's and doctoral de­
grees from Princeton University. 
He bas taught at Princeton and at 
Hamilton College. His experience 
(Gontinued on Page 2) 
Dr. Albert H. Bowker, chan­
cellor of The City University of 
New York, yesterday announced 
that two candidates have complet­
ed their requirements for the doc­
toral degree, the first to be award­
ed by the City University. 
Dr. Hollander said that stu- At a special ceremony on May dents will be admitted in the morn- 17, Dr. Bowker will confer the 
ing session from 8 :30 to 11 :00 and Ph.D. degree upon Mrs. Barbara 
in the afternoon session from 2:00 Stern in the field of English -and 
to 3:30 for both days of the con- upon Mr. Daniel Robinson in the 
ference fre� of charge. Those stu- field of psychology. Mrs. Stern de­
dents w1�l11ng to eat _lunche�n at fended her dissertation in February 
the :Sar�1zon Plaza Will receive a and thus became the first City 
special dJS_count. Luncheon pnce for University Ph.D. Mr. Robinson 
one day 1s $8.00 per person -and crossed the finish line May 4 when 
$15.00 for the two days. he was examined on his scholarly 
Of the noted authorities, four work. Both live in Manhattan. 
will be guest speakers at the two "The award of the first Ph.D. 
day conference, and the many oth- degrees marks a significant point 
er top executives, who have dis- in the history of The City Univer­
tinguished themselves in the tax sity of New York," Dr. Bowker 
and accounting fields, will serve (Continued on Page 2) 
Page Two 
CUNY Awards Ph.d's 
(Continued from Page 1) will present greetings on the part 
said. "We cannot help believing of the people of the City of New 
that it is significant as well tQ the York, and Dr. Gustave G. Rosen­
city, state, and nation, for the berg, chairman of the Board of 
academic, world, government, and Higher_, Education, will speak on 
industry, are clamoring for ex- behalf of the university 's trustees. 
parts trained in fields that range The University's new doctoral 
"from acoustics to zoology. gown, which carries the blue and 
"The senior colleges of the uni- gold colors of the City of New 
versity have Jong been known for York, will make its debut in two 
their excellence at the baccalau- sizes - petite for Mrs. Stern and 
reate and master's degree levels. a larger version for six-footer Mr. 
In fact, they have given bacca- Robinson. 
laureate training to one out of The subject of Mrs. Stern's dis­
every twenty-five Ph.D.'s in the sertation "Entrapment and Libera­
United States. But it was not until tion in James Joyce 's Daedalus 
1962 that the university structure Fiction'' is more readily compre­
made it possible for us to launch hensible to the layman than Mr. 
the doctoral program. We are now Robinson's work "Relations be­
well on our way· and are particular- tween Motor Responses to Light 
ly gratified at the excellence of and · Observed Changes in the 
our first two candidates and their Cerebral Alpha Rhythm." 
dissertations." The study of Joyce focused on 
The ceremony is a little early as the relationship of self to time, and 
commencements go because Mrs. 'the dissertation is both literary, 
Stern expects another first in mid- dealing with· the text, and bio-
June - her first child. graphical. 
The audience will be small, lii;p.it- Mr. Robinson was interested in 
ed to about 150 _guests who will learning ·whether brain - waves 
convene at tl).e · Gity .. lJnixe;:siti emitted by the cortex and recorqed 
Graduate Centek at 33 West 42 by means of an electroencephalo­
· Street. :But the pomp and circum- graph _show reliable and predict­
stance will befit' an initial univer- able alteration when vision occurs. 
tsity-wide commen�e,mep.t., ·The He found that the electricaj ,p-_ctiv-
'i,si>e.aker ,yill be Dr. Jo.hn Peterson ity qf the brain.-goes i·espond in a 
:Elder, dean of the Harvard Univer- systematic way, ·_ indicating par­
sity Graduate School of Ai:ts and ticipation jn the coding of some 
Sciences. Mayor RQbert F. Wagner stimuli present.et to the eye, 
-�Spring Fashionaire'
Presented by Carver
By VAL CLARK 
Carver Club presented "Spring Fashionaire/' a dramatic 
spring fashion show last Friday evening in room ,4 South 
of the 2·3rd Street center. The progrnm highlighted the spring 
and summer fashions that will be popular this year. 
THE REPORTER 
p?c�!�� from Page 1) I· CAN YOU SPARE A LAUGH?
includes work with the U.S. De­
partment of, Interior in its Survey -��-­
of Field Services, with the Connec-
By GIUSEPPE COSTANTINO 









t�: been studying the possibility of transforming the 10th floor, 
Qonstitutional . Con.vention, and oph- cafeter1a: into a. libra1:y today reported that, "Tl1ere is plenty 
er gqvernmental bodies. '. · , of room'·a,t the top." Hence, it is quite official that the ro-
His publications include: "The mantic spot where Baiuchians used to dine, woo, a.nd dream 
Truman Committee: A Study in will be turned into a sacred library. Congressional Responsibility, " a 
contribution to "Case Studies in - The decision was made after an extensive study on "The 
American Government," "Issues in mind versus the Stomach" which showea. that 90 per Gent 
Local Control of Education," a of the students are overweight, have plenty of vitamins A monograph on "The Legislature at 
Work'' prepared for the New York and B, and only 5 per cent are . .. above the C average. 
State Commission on Constitutional "Since the old motto, Mens sana in corpore sano (sound mind, 










said an administrator, "the food for the body will be su� 
Democracy." Of the latter, he was stituted with the food for the mind - books, books, books! 
also co-author. Dr. Riddle's pub- However, since we dislike to bring any abrupt change in ou1· 
lications now in progress include a school system, the new library will be temporarily equipped 
study of "The Politics of Telstar" with books related to the culinary art such as: Chocolate and a high school text book on for Breakfast, Naked Lunch, Supper for Two, Someon_e Likes American government, to be pub-
lished by McGraw-Hill Book Com- It Hot, Candy, etc., etc. In this way our dear students would 
pany. ' not feel the loss .. . ·of the cafeteria." 
Dr. Riddle will assume his new 
post �n July 1, 1965 at a .salary of 
$24,150. For the period from May 
1 to June 20, he will act as Con­
sultant to the City University at 
a compensation of $4,000. 
B. A·. Split·
(Continued from Page 1) 
'Adm. 9500 ( Conceptual Founda­
tions of Business). 
Students wishing to major in 
Management will be required to 
take 15 credits of basic courses 
*
The Greek Embassy announced today-that Greece will 
break diplomatic relations with the Baruch School unless the 
vase stolen from ,,the Oak Lounge Exposition during "Go 
Greek" week at the student center is returned wi,1ihin a 
month. The precious urn, a 350 B.C. pottery specimen, mys­
. teriously disappeared last month. 
The Baruch School used to import from Gree�e belly 
dancers, cheese, and black olives for the International Show. 
School officials,, who are wonied over the matte1", are 
waiting impatiently for the computer's suggestion for restor­
ing diplomatic relations, and finding out about the robbery. 
in this area and nine credits from Last week something happened in the school which 
the following areas: Production makes one forget about Free Tuition Veto, Discontinued 
Management, Personnel and In- Courses, Beaver Robbery, Greek Urn Disappearance. The 
dustrial Relations; Management of Greatest Robbery of the Century: someone tried to steal two 
Small Manufacturing Business; telephone booths from the 4th floor of the Student Center. 
and Insurance and Real Estate. This is not a procrastinated April 1 joke, but the truth, 
The new Marketing Department the whole truth, nothing but the truth. In fact, the two booths 
will assume jurisdiction over all were found lying on the floor just near the door. 
"The show was beautifully done, 
and the fashions were all so 
dreamy," was the comment of one 
of the guests that attended the 
show. Of the one hundred and fifty 
guests that attended, all seemed to 
agree that the show was a suc-
i courses in the following areas: Ad- Although I am aware of poor housing facilities in New 
· vertising, Credit, Insurance, Inter- York City and vicinity, I wonder what They wanted to do 
national Business and Trade Mar- with those booths. But the thieves, not even knowing the 
keting Management and Marketing basic principles of geometry, were unable to realize that the 
Research, Materials of Commerce, booths were wider than the door, and the Greatest Robbery 
Public Relations, Real Estate and of the Centui·y became the greatest ... uncompleted robbery. 
Retailing. · I ,:r.eally do not know what is going 0n irn the scho0l. l 
cessful hit. 
l Not only did the show highlight fashions, but it pi:ovided delightful 
entertainment as well. During the \ 
intermission, Dorothy Darris and f 
Sandra Lanier did their rendition & 
of the popu1ar dances of today. 
The show featured all types of 
fashion wear from suits, dresses 
and coats to tennis outfits, bathing 
suits and formal attire. The high­
light of the show was the model­
ing of bathing suits. Joyce Camp­
bell wore a two-piece with a netted 
short-sleeved blouse. Norma John­
son, the current Miss Evening Ses­
sion, modeled a two-piece which 
she made herself. 
Students who desire to majoi- hate to incriminate anybody or any institution within the 
in marketing will be required to _school. With due respect to the Management Department I 
take 13 credits in basic courses, was informed that there's a Management Course, "How to 
plus 11 credits from one of the become rich from Nothing," highly attended by good-will 
above are8-:. . . students. I personally do not believe that there is any rela-
Beach Wear The_ s�ati_st�cs Department will tionship between those robberies and those students _____________ 1 have JU.nsdict10n over all courses 
Special recognition for a job 
well done goes to Geraldine Tor­
ence for all her diligent work in 
setting up the program for this 
most successful show. 
Accounting Conference1 
(Continued from Page i) 
vania Institute of C.P.A.'s, New 
York City of C.P.A.'s, Board of 
Trustees of the Drexel Institute of 
Technology, and a member of the 
ad·;isory Board of Public Account­
ing of the Graduate Studies Pro­
gram at Rutgers University. Mr. 
Layton also serves on the Account­
ing Principles Board of the Ameri­
can Institute of C.P.A.'s. 
Leonard Spacek, chairman of 
Partnership of the Arthur Ander­
son Co. (ranked fifth among 
C. P. A. firms), is one of the more 
controversial members of the ac­
counting profession. He has been 
personally campaigning for greater 
uniformity in accounting practices 
around the country. 
He is by far one of the strongest 
advocates that the American In­
stitute of C.P.A's take a stand 
and enforce greater uniformity in 
the accounting profession tlu·ough­
out the country. He is also a mem­
ber of the Ac ·ot111ting Principles 
Board of the American Institute. 
Th.is board is re ·ponsible for only identifying what are gene.rally ac­
cepted accounting princi'pl . Mr. 
Spacek is a noted authority in this 
ar a. 
ner of Price Waterhouse and Co., 
the second largest accounting house 
in the country, for many years 
headed his own accounting finn, 
Pogson and Peloubet. He was the 
past president .of the New York 
State Society of C.P.A.'s, and is 
one of the recognized authorities 
in the field of taxation. Mr. Pe­
loubet will speak in his field on 
the second day of the conference. 
Maurice Austin, senior partner 
of Austin & Diamond, is a pro­
fessor of law in the field of taxa­
tion at a number of law schools. 
He is a member of the Legislative 
Advisory Committee to the legal 
division of the Treasury Depart­
ment and is at present an Adjunt 
Professor of Accounting (in ta.xa­
tion) in the Graduate Division of 
the Baruch School. Mr. Austin, an 
alumnus of City College, was the 
past president of the New York 
State Society of C.P. A.'s. He has 
also served as vice-president of 
the American Institute of C. P.A.'s. 
Alumni, faculty membere, many 
of the accounting finns in the 
m bropolitan area, and all o.r the 
top firms in the country, will send 
their top r search teams to the 
Maurice E. Peloubet, retired part- conf rence. 
in Business Statistics and Eco- * * 
nomics 15 and 8015 ( Principles of 
Statistics) and Economics 9613 
( Statistical Methods in Police Ad­
ministration) and Bus. Adm. 9450, 
(Business Decision Making). 
In order to major in Business 
Statistics students will be required 
to take 24 credits in this area, 11 
of which are mandatory. Students 
can choose the remaining 13 cred­
its from the areas of Statistical 
Analysis, or Marketing Analysis. 
Viet Nam 
(Continued from Page 1) 
Speakers ft:om Baruch include 
Dr. Daniel Parker, Political Sci­
ence; Di-. Bhek Pati Sinha, Political 
Science; Dr. George W. Phillips, 
History; Dr. Thomas G. · Karis, 
Political Science; Mr. Edward Sag­
arin, Sociology and Anthropology; 
Dr. Aaron Levenstein, Business 
Administi-ation; Dr. Angelo Dis­
penzier:i Psychology; Dr. Robert E. 
Weintraub, Economics; Dr. Aaron 
Noland, History; Dr. John Bauer, 
Psychology. 
The featured debate at the end 
of the program wiU be the first 
experience of its kind to be pre­
sented at a teach-in. Aclclitionally, 
a member of the newly-formed 
Speakers Bureau of_ the State De­
partment is expected to participate. 
Refreshm nts will be available 
thrnughout the evening. All stu­
dents have been urged by school 
officials and student lead rs to at­
tend this seminar. 
It seems that there are pressures from the top and from 
the bottom to change the school's image. If there is any­
thing to be changed let's start from the name .What do you 
think about Ba.ruch]ess? Please let me know. 
Costa 'n Tino 
Are you dissatisfied with the c�rtainty of your flight to 
Europe? If so, why not reserve a seat on the London 
Jet-Prop Charter which has no legal complications. 
The price is still only $250.00 round trip to London. 
Leaving June 18 and returning August 21 via British 
Eagle International Airlines. For more information call 
UN 5-7544. 
LEESONS FACTORY OUTLET 
N OW - Buy Men's Suits, Blazers and Sport 
Jackets Direct from Our Factor,y 
$J500 
DAILY 11 A.M . •  5 P.M. SATURDAY 10 A.M. - 4 P.M. 
175 5 AVE. - ROOM 202 - AT 23rd ST. 
Wednesday., May 12, 1965 
A sneak look, behind the scenes, at the Playrads Workshop. 
Playrads To Present 
Final Spring Showcase 
THE REPORTER Page Three 
Evening College Students 
Can Obtain Federal' Aid 
Evening college stu�ents are now eligible �o obtain federal loans for educational pur­
poses through the National Defense Educat10n Act. This legislation has mainly come 
about through_ t�e efforts o� the International Association of Evening Student Councils 
and the Assoc1at10n of Evenmg Colleges who have been striving for years to obtain such 
loans for evening students. 
Robert Timpko of LaSall_e C_ol-
1 
perior academic background, who I Repayments 
lege ha_s compile? �he followmg m- express a desire to te�.,ch in ele- 1. No interest will be charged 
for�a!ion descnbmg methods of m�ntary and secondary schools, until one year after graduation or 
obtamrng the loans, the content of �nd those who were science ma- termination. The interest rate then 
the act, and ways for repaying Jors." . charged will be 3% of the unpaid 
such loans. 3. The college administration will balance. 
Requirements for Consideration determine the "need" of the stu- 2. Payment schedules are nor-
1. The student must be a U.S: dent for a loan, and the amount mally arranged on a 10-year basis 
national which means the United he or she will receive. \Vith 10 per cent of the principal 
States must be the student's per- ,Obtaining an Approved Loan payable each year. manent residence. 1. The student is required to take 3. A_ f':11 or partial payment of 2. The student must carry a a loyalty oath and sign an affi-
t�e pnncipal may be made at any 
minimum of six academic credits davit to this effect time. per semester. 2. The borrower �vill be required 4. �JI pay�1ents made prior to 3. The student must maintain a to sign a promissory note payable the first anruversary of the bor­satisfactory academic average - to the college. If the s·tudent is rower's terminatio_n of ��ucation 
Psst! Hey! Want to know what Playrads has up its this being specified by the college under the age of 21 years a parent shall not be subJect to mterest 
sleeve this semester? You look like the honest sort so I guess he atteuds. or guardian must co-sign 'with him. 
ch�rg;· . te t .11 b h d 
I can tell you. Well, from what I could gather, they intend How to Apply 
, o rn res wi e c arge 
t t h 
1. Complete an application form Loan Content during any ·period the applicant•is ·O presen a smash S ow from their workshop free of charo-e. for a loan which can be obtained . 1. Money will be loaned for tui- in the armed forces or Peace Corps 
That's right, free entretain-
0 
from the administration or the tion only, not the cost of books or of the United States up to a limit 
ment ! On the other occasions that- I Student Loan Committee of the any other �ees which may be re- of three years. 
' 
I hope you're reading this alone. happened to be nosing 3:round I college. 
qmred of him. 6. The interest is cancelled and 
I cel'tainly wouldn't want this to saw a great deal of activity. They 2. The student will be required 
2. The li!_nit placed on the loan the principal will be reduced .by 
get around. It's on the Q.T., you are really planning a smooth show. to prove his or her need to the 
amount by �he governme!lt is $1,00.0 the government at a rate of 10% 
know. It wasn't easy getting this They have rehearsed a coup)e of Student Loan Committee by fiUing 
per year with a cum?lative total of per year up to a maximum of 50% 
information for you. My eye is bits that are really funny. You'll in a financial questionnaire (usual-
$5,000 for the duration of the pro- of the loan if the applicant teaches 
still sore from where the swinging even, get a chance to see a scene ly part 'of the loa 1  ap.plication 
gram. in a non-profit institution elemen-
door hit me. All I was doing was from "The Owl and the Pussy Cat" form).. 
3- Graduate students may obtain tary or secondary school '. 
taking a peek at that hilarious which is oft Bfoadway right now. Judgment of Application 
$2,500 per year w'ith a cumulative · 7. Repayment of the ioan shall 
telephone skit Playrads plans to Hey, woui.d you mind checking 1. No student will be refused a 
total of�$l0,000 for the duration of be cancelled upon the death or per­
present. How was r to know that behind you to be sure. no o.ne is loan because of sex, creed, race, 
the program. manent disability of the borrower. 
just at that time someone would reading with you. Thanks. or national origin. 
come slamming out. "Ouch," is it Oh, sorry! I almost forgot . . . . 2. ,No restrictions are placed on 
sore! I was faithful to you, how- The show ,is. being held in the Oak the student as to the course of 
ever, and returned. Loung�· on Friday May 2i' at 8:00 study he or she may desire to fol-
This time, I disguised myself as P.M. low. The government had original-
a new Playrad's member. Mr. Ter- Vic Morosco ly specified, "Students ,vith a su-
m.ine, their F,aculty Adviser was 1-----------
--------------­
City Led All Colleges 
In Fellowship Awards· 
busy staging a very touching scene 
from "The Rainmaker." I'm afraid 
I had to leave again, this time for 
a handkerchief. When I had com­
posed myself I returned, incon­
spicuously of course. Mr. Termine 
was now giving advice on the 
choreographed dance number. 
You know, he is a ,.,ery impres- Gity College led all institutions of high·er education in 
sive man. According to my sources, the number of Regents College Teaching Fellowship award 
,he has been in the Theatre busi- winners for this year. 'Thirty-three undergraduates at the 
�e1�:ct��· i�
u��m�:: st��t a�� �=: colleg� were named recipients of these awards. 
been quite active in the business. Columbia University, which tied 
"How come he bothers with a Col- with City College for first place 
lege group?" I though. He loves last year in the num�er of win­
theatre, that's why. I wondered 11ers, ranked second with �9, folc 
also why these kids in Playrads lowed by Queens Coll_ege with 18; 
want to prese]lt a show. ,Broo·klyn College with _16·; _ a_nd 
One m�mber. said, "I Jike get- C?rnell and Fordham . umversities 
ting up in front of people and en- with 12 each
. . . 
tertaining." . Three of the fll"st five - City, 
Another said "That's what we're Queens and Brooklyn - are mem­
here :fo1· - t� entertain the stu- .ber institutions of the City Uni-
dent '})ody," versity of Ne,". York. _ 
"Yeah,,,the1·e are so many hours 1'.he, fellowships are awarde _d to 
involved/' I said. "How can you s�n10�·s at any conege or umver­
find the time for it with all your srty m the world who are legal 
studies?" - residents of New York State. They 
"We enjoy doing it! That's all provide for gr:3-duate study l�ad-
there is to it. We manage." l,!l,g to careers m college teachu2g. - The awards are granted on the 
Automation 
<;ailed for· at 
Conference· 
basis of a competitive examination, 
acad'emic achievement in college 
and faculty recommendations. 
Grants range up to $2,500 a year, 
depending on financial need. 
The next ranking institutions in 
the nµmber of award winners 'were 
Hunter - also a member institu­
tion of the City University - with 
Dr. B_uell G. Gallagher 
9; Manhattan· and Har.pur col­
leges, 8; St. John's University, 7; 
and Marymount Manhattan and 
Barnard colleges, 6 each. 
'Cop a-Baruch' 
Seo.res a Hit 
. · The Inter-Club Board's Spring Dance, held last Sa-t;rday 
m the Oak and Marble Lounges, was attended by over one 
hundred students. ' _ 
. Every?ne who attended the dance seeme'd to· enj,oy 
lumself with the only com-• . · 
plaint coming from the ICB Lounge. 
executives. Their complaint Myer Rossabi, president\.of the_ 
was that more students had Inter-Club Board said, "I wish to 
110t availed tlwmselves 0f the. op- commend all' those who worked 
po�-tunity for an evening of en- with ICB to see that everyone had 
tertainment and fun a good time." 
The program inch;ded the music 
-- ---
of the Lee Wayne Orchestra and Ed t several vocalists. Playra!fs present- uca Or
ed several skits highlighted by the 
C fl "stripper'' which featured two of a s fior 
International night, which 
win be held at 8 :00 P.M. on 
Friday, May 21, in 'the .oak 
Lounge, will feature many dif­
ferent types of epicurean de­
lights. Besides these culinary 
arts, a program of diverse en-
their clelightf,ul· coeds. 
B I 
Many of thos·e 1fresent had their 
A "t t • 
1• 0 ogy Ma1··ors Jo1· n· pictures taken by The Reporter's u O·ma ion strolling photographer. The dec-
orations for · the 'Copa-Baruch,' ·· An expansion of higher educa-
. terta:inment has been planned. 
The evening will start -with the 
rep1·esentation of a variety of na­
tional foods of Chinese, Japanepe 
Greek and Mexican origin, pre­
paFed by chefs, specialists in their 
kind. Entertainment will be pro­
rided by Playrads. 
'[\his cultural International Lea­
gµ.e's night is to promote a better 
understanding · among students of 
diiffe:i;ent nations and offer the op­
portunity to exchange their ideas, 
besides tasting what other people 
eonsider their national foods. 
0 h St d provided .by the Democratic Club tion to mee
t the needs of an auto­
·c e an O gr a p y U y and Playrads, cha11ged the Student mated age was called for by Virgil Center into an intimate nightspot. M. Rogers, Director of the project 
The refreshments provided by the on The Educational Implications on 
City College's department of raphy course at City Colleg� to Newman Club were a surprise fea- Automation sponsored by the Na­
biology has announced its affilia- use facilities at the Duke Univer- ture of the evening, drawing many tional Education Association, 
tion with a new cooperative re- sity Marine Laboratory in Beau- raves from the students. 
Washington, D.C. Dr. Rogers ad-
At 'one point Lenny Weinstein, dressed a one-day conference on search and training program i�1 foi-t, N.C. the leader of the band, played an "The Dimensions of Automation" 
biological oceanography spon- Under g�ants awarded to City accordion while walking through at. City College's Baruch School. 
sored by the National Science College by the National Science the cafe tables in the Marble He advocated an increase of 
Foundation and Duke University. Foundation, students will travel: to ;:::::===========:::; I com
munity junior colleges to meet 
Participation in the program, Beaufort with their "professor for a The Best ·1n 
the growing needs of young people 
for post high school education. He 
which began last November with period of four to six clays to do Prof_essional Typing also emphasized the need for in-
the completion of a specially de- research, collect . specimens and At The Most Reasonable Rates creasing educati�nal opportunities 
signed research vessel operated by learn to operate oceanographic Manuscripts - Term Papers - Resumes for women. He stressed the need 
Duke University, will enable biol- equipment aboard the R.V. East- DEE WRIGHTMAN for vocationa
l counseling at col-
ogy majors who elect an oceanog- ward. PL 7-1493 or Cl 6-5300 
leges and high schools and called 
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A Look Back' 
This semester has been an eventful one for 
the Baruch School Evening Session. We have 
seen this semester, on the academic side, more 
seminars (including one in which Mayor Wagner 
participated) and lectures in the extra-curricular 
program than in previous terms. 
The Department of Student Life deserves a 
word of praise for arranging to have guest speak­
ers address students in their respective fields. 
Unfortunately, however, some of their efforts 
were in vain. Some faculty or guest speakers at­
tracted only a handful of students, whereas 
others- attracted 50 0r more students. 
We are not of the opinion that these speakers 
drew attendees because of their names or qualifi­
cations. Basically, with a few exceptions, all those 
who did speak were renowned men in their re­
spective fields. 
We attribute the poor attendance at some lec­
tures to the student body's unwillingness to go 
out of their way in search of knowledge. The De­
partment of Student Life must arrange its pro­
grams to suit the speaker's convenience. The ma­
jority of speakers do not receive a fee for speak­
ing at Baruch. 
We have observed that students will stop in at 
lectures, seminars, or conferences which are ar­
ranged at a time when classes are also scheduled. 
But, when a program begins at a late hour, or 
when it is held on a Friday evening, students 
won't think twice about attending the program, 
regardless of its merits. 
We therefore feel it is necessary to remind the 
student body that one can gain and one should 
also seek an education outside of the classroom. 
Leaving the academic sphere, we would now 
like to concentrate on the lighter side of the 
Evening Session's extra curricular program -
club and social activities. Here, praise should be 
extended to both the Department of Student Life 
and the 'too-few' student leaders in the extra­
curricular program for their efforts in promoting 
student activities. 
Here, again, the popularity or acceptability of 
a club or social event was contingent upon .its 
day and time. Early weekday events seemed to 
receive much greater acceptance than the Fri­
day or Saturday club dances and meetings. 
Surely one's interest must lie either in the 
academic or serious side of life, or in the lighter, 
more casual way of life - perhaps one's interest 
are divided between the two. Regardless, of how 
varied your outside activities, the Evening Se -
ion's extra-curricular program should appeal to 
you. 
THE REPOR T E R Wednesday, May 12, 1965 
An Open Letter to the JVext Editor-in-Chief 
Dear Art: 
Some people say we have to be crazy to work, 
go to classes (which we cut more than we attend) 
and publish a weekly newspaper. We are termed 
"compulsive neurotics" or "masochists" by our 
psychology teachers; political scientists say we're 
"power hungry glory seekers"; the Department 
of Student Life commends us for our responsible 
leadership as college students. 
My original motives for joining The Reporter 
were basically twofold: First, I felt that writing 
for a college newspaper would bring me personal 
recognition; second, I wanted to use The Reporter 
as a launching pad for a career as a writer. 
But now, after two years of writing, proof­
reading, editing, and working closely with faculty 
and students, I find that my association with 
The Reporter has meant much more to me than 
I ever expected. 
More than anything else, The Reporter has 
been the key that unlocked the doors of friend­
ship. I guess that working, joking, and arguing 
with people - even at 2 :00 in the morning, after 
the paper has been "put to bed" and everyone 
is so tired that toothpicks become a panacea for 
eyestrain � is the shortest road to friendship. 
Case in point - you, Arthur Slater. As Manag­
ing Editor you have proven that you have all the 
necessary qualities for being a great editor-in­
chief, both as a journalist and as an individual. 
As my "right-hand man" your advice and good 
judgment has been a major element in making 
The Reporter the great paper that it has been 
this semester. 
It's hard to believe that we'll no longer be 
fighting about an editorial stand, or pulling our 
hair out because we were thr,ee galleys overset, 
or checking the mailbox three times every hour 
to see if any "hot" releases came in from Up­
town. 
Well, Art, I could write pages, but you know 
the old saying "Spell it so it fits!" 
You know, I've been kind of lucky. I never had 
to go to the trouble of training you or preparing 
you for the editorship. We both owe a great deal 
of -thanks to Joseph Edell for doing the job. It 
takes infinite patience and understanding to pre­
pare two naive journalists for the arduous task 
of being editors. 
The successful production of a newspaper is 
dependent upon a thorough understanding of 
technical background. Joe gave us this under­
standing. One fine point that we were never quite 
able to grasp was the innumerable ways in which 
to harass the printers with last-minute changes 
in layout. Seriously, though, he couldn't expect 
us to learn everything·! 
Legend has it that a certain person on The 
Reporter has written over 800,000 words during 
his years of service. This unbelievable record is 
no myth. Burt Beagle, alias "Mr. Reporter," has 
singlehandedly accounted for 25% of each issue 
of the paper. Along with all the thanks we owe 
Burt, we owe just as much in the way of apologies 
for the many times we neglected to bring Page 4 
down to the printers to be set. 
Burt then assumed the role of "postman," and 
through rain, snow, sleet and hail, back to The 
Reporter office he'd go to rescue the forgotten 
copy. 
Burt's "other life" will prevent him from reach­
ing the 1,000,000 mark! Oh, well, the whistle has 
blown ; our teammate has risen to The Reporter 
"Hall of Fame." 
A Look Ahead 
It is almost impossible to examine the past 
without automatically relating it to the futuTe. 
Students come to the Baruch School to receive 
an education. Most got only half an education. 
Unfortunately the only learning most students 
avail themselves of is that of classroom learning. 
As in the past, we feel that most students are 
ho1t-changing themselves becau e cla sroom 
learning only constitutes half of the education 
proces . 
We would like to ask the student body to look 
· Creative, ingenious, and equally witty, Guiseppe 
Costantino combines all these attiibutes into an 
A-one features editor. 
I only wish I had Guiseppe's talents to put 
into poetry all that I couJd say about his great 
achievements on The Reporter. Take full advan­
tage of all his talents, Art. Just remember -
Italy's Joss is The Reporter's gain! 
It's very important to have contacts in this 
world, so they say. One thing's for sure, without 
Barbara Greller's constant drive to get the vouch­
ers signed and badger Bernie Amsterdam to cer­
tify our claims, we'd all be broke. While writing 
this letter to you I hear the echo of Barbara's 
words, "Remember, you're budget does not al­
low any more overtime payments!" Oh, boy, 
we're in trouble! 
Good things do not always come in small pack­
ages. I refer, of course, to our eager-beaver Lew 
Sturm. In his capacity as club-news editor, he has 
gone above and beyond the realm of his duties 
to provide us with many scoops on Baruch's ex­
tra-curricular program. Not many "rookies" 
would be willing to contribute as much time and 
effort as Lew. 
Although Max Mark was forced to be a "Re­
porter Dropout" (imagine letting school inter­
fere with The Reporter), his charm and wit as 
chief columnist added that "touch of humor" that 
is typical of Max himself. 
Dave Feldheim has done a great job in finding 
out the reasons behind the "curriculum capers." 
Even though he was forever being told, "Sorry, 
this information is 'off-the-record,' " Dave man­
aged to apprise the students through his excellent 
continuing series on curriculum changes. (By the 
way, Art, make sure he gets off the phone next 
year.) 
A great friend, a great inspiration, a fine re­
porter, Sharon Mandelsberg was always the1·e 
when you and I were ready to throw in the towel 
to give us a "vote of confidence." Don't forget to 
tell Sharon that she can pose for the Camera 
Club any time she likes, as long as it doesn't in­
terfere with press night. 
Dependable, personable and a gal with a spe­
cial talent for "nicknaming," Renee Fischbach 
has demonstrated exceptional skill as feature 
writer. Even though Renee has been given the 
odious task of last-minute story coverage, she 
has never complained. 
Smile, Art, l;>efore our able, roving photogra­
pher wastes all the polaroid film. Frank Policas­
tro, as photography editor, has been accomodat­
ing and innovative. He's never let me down and 
I'm sure he'll be as dependable next semester. 
Gosh, there are so many more people I could 
name who have made The Reporter more than a 
school organization - I would, however, like to 
thank the Department of Student Life, especially 
Miss Marks and Dr. Li, for their cooperation and 
guidance. 
Well, Art, it's been a swell semester - I'll ce,r­
tainly never forget my great experiences as edi­
tor of The Reporter. I wish you all the luck in the 
world and please try to "get organized" next 
September (even though you'd be breaking Re­
porter tradition if you did) ! 
Jackie 
P.S. Don't forget to shut the win.dows, put out 
the lights, and lock the door so that Petey doesn't 
have a fit! 
One more thing. Please be kind to the plinters 
and hand in youi- editorials before 1 :00 A.M. 
ahead, and to see what the other half of the learn­
ing grounds is made of. At the Baruch School 
both types of education are stressed - both in­
the-class, and outside-the-class learning_ 
Evening students, in looking ahead, should 
think about their fellow classmates. One's clas -
mates have much in common with one's self. Both 
work for a Uving, both attend the ame school 
at night, both are intere ted in business to name 
ju t a few important correlation . 
At th Baruch School one is given the oppor­
tunity to develop lasting fiiendships wi h fellow 
las mat s. For th futur , \ e urge all a ·ud nt 
to tak advantage of this opportunit�,. 
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Instant Education: Good or Evil·? 
• Alan Nelson '65, a colurn.nist for 
The Reporter, is an industrial psy­
chol'ogy major. His provocative, 
authoritative, and intriguing article 
concerns the unprecedented use of 
'review books' by millions of stu­
dents throughout the nation. In re­
searching this current short-cut to 
learning trend, Mr. Nelson tape­
interviewed scores of college stu­
dents, teachers, and publishers. A 
somewhat longer version of this article will soon be 
published in a national magazine. 
By ALAN NELSON 
Today, whether a student must complete a course in 
General Biology or Medieval History, read a novel such as 
Crime and Punishment or 1984, or pass a college entrance 
examination or a Graduate School admissions test, one 
item exists that will give these grade-conscious students 
the maximum amount of "essential " information. That 
item is the student review book. 
Lauded by some while detested by others, the review 
book may be known by such names as "study notes," "data 
guide," "college outline," "reference manual," "critical 
commentary," "review digest," or "pocket crammer," and 
is available to student consumers in almost every con­
ceivable size, thickness, price and quality. 
Although students of bygone and recent generations 
used such devices as "ponies " and "trots " in order to sur­
�ount arduous examinations, 1a variety of factors, accord­
mg to recent sales figures, has magnified this phenomenon 
among today's youth. 
The primary reason advanced for this trend is that the 
stifling scholastic competition of the sixties has led many 
of these perplexed 'and anxious students to search for an 
appropriate short-cut to learning device. Furthermore, 
when such attitudes as love of learning and a feeling 
of accomplishment fall by the wayside, and as the student 
is purged of his creativity, inquisitiveness, and individual­
ity, the review book displayed in college and retail book 
store becomes the one and only remaining panacea. 
The reasons students give for relying on review 
books are, indeed, manifold. "We read review books be­
cause it's humanly impossible to do all the assigned read­
ings for all of the courses that we're taking," a student 
explained. "Therefore, a review book is a promise of a 
good mark in a fast way." Likewise, said another: "Ev­
erything is measured by what grade you get, so there­
fore you don't really sit down to learn a course, but rather 
to know it factually." 
Many Reasons Cited 
either students cast tlie blame on inadequate teachers. 
"If you run across a teacher who is totally incomprehen­
sible (and there are plenty of those around) you don't 
know head or tail of what you're learning," claimed an­
other student. "So a revie,v book is a very good stabil­
izer." 
Some teachers place the blame on poor study habits 
formulated in the high schools, while others take issue 
with exams that stress facts rather than ideas, or boring 
textbooks that do not stimulate the student's interest. 
Furthermore, there are teachers, such as Dr. Bernard 
Bellush, associate professor of History at C.C.N.Y., who 
are convinced that "when the students are not told by the 
faculty _that the use of review books is unethical and 
immoral - then it becomes a way of life." 
Not completely agreeing with this view is Dr. Bauer 
who points out that: "Since a good number of courses 
are based on the acquisition of certain factual knowledge, 
techniques, or skills which are almost rote, I don't think 
that the student using a review book for a course, so 
designed, is being any more immoral than the publisher of 
such a book or the teacher of such a course. After all," 
expounded Dr. BaueJ:, "we live in an age where cons�ruc­
tion manuals are being issued for almost everything from 
putting toys together to how to operate a machine ... " 
The first review books was introduced in 1931 by Bar­
nes & Noble, Inc., a firm which now distributes worldwide 
over 100 titles in the B & N college outline series. It is 
the aim of the series, says B & N Vice-President John 
Wieb9ldt "to give students a digest of what they have 
already studied, to refresh their memory, and to put 
things in an organized manner so that they have a con­
tinuity of ideas which they've learned already in the 
textbook." 
Are there any distinctive features in the modern review 
books? "Many of these review books, in contrast with 
their forerunne1·s," explained Dr. Andrew Lavender, chair­
man of the Department of English at the Baruch School 
of C. C. N. Y., " ... have considerably more interesting 
and challenging material. Therefore, it is for this very 
reason that they are more reprehensible than the ea,rli�r 
ones because those required the student to do a certain 
amount of correlating and intermediary work betw�en 
datum and datum, in order to understand the matenal. 
With the review books of late he merely has to ' borrow' 
the understanding." . . . _
In a rapidly blossoming and highly competit�ve rev1e:v 
book market, many of the more recent compames e?'-plo_1t 
a barrage of study guide gimmicks iri order to _mam�m 
their firm's product in the forefront among discern.mg 
student buyers. One such company is the Monarch Press 
Lnc. which is currently the hottest in the busi�ess. Foui:id­
ed less than six years ago with a mirneographmg machme 
in an attic loft; utilizing teacher assistants as 3:uthors, 
Monarch today is a lucrative coast-to-coast opera�10n ru_n 
by a group of aggressive, forward-looking men_ m. the�r 
mid-twenties. Presently, Monarch distributes then· !me m 
1,000 college bookstores alone, with erudite Ph.D. co!lege 
professors now serving as authors and consultants. Nmety 
per cent of the Monarch "subject review outlines" contain 
a "key sheet " which systematizes the chapters in the 
review book to correspond to the chapter of whatever 
happens to be the required textbook on any given campus. 
The attitude of the faculty toward these review books 
vary from feelings of absolute repugnance, embarrassed 
silence, to that of vehement endorsement. 
"Because of the demands for publication " noted Dr. 
Berm-ad Bellush, associate prof. of history at C.C. N.Y. 
to do research, to write, to raise a family, to be decent 
to your wife-as a scholar, a teacher, and as a member of 
a college community, where you are on an endless number 
of committees-it is, therefore, for these and other 
reasons that faculty members just don't go out of their 
way to object to these review books very vigorously." 
Also, Dr. Bellush declared that it was his staunch belief 
that "it is doubly unethical and immoral for a college 
bookstore to be selling these review books, "because tl;iey 
have "the responsibility of trying to cooperate in attain­
ing the goal and ideals of an education within the college 
community." 
Diametrically opposed to this view is Dr. Unicio J. 
Violi, prof. of English at Fairleigh- Dickinson University 
who contends that "When you prohibit something you 
create even more liking for it. So the person who wants 
to ban revie,w books sold in college bookstores, will only 
encourage its growth. This is an inevitable and successful 
trend and any kind of blocking is censorship at its worst." 
In light of the present faculty maxim of "publish or 
perish " many teachers, such as professor Violi, mention 
that review books "are a godsend to professors who are 
in need of publication." 
At variance with this opinion is Professor Lavender. 
"That teacher is somehow conceding," he said, '"that he 
would pass in one of his courses (knowingly or unknow­
ingly) a student who had not read his field but had read 
his review book." Moreover, maintained Professor Laven­
der: "I think that these young people who publish the 
review book will perhaps perish because they have thus 
published." 
The history of the world in just seveii.ty short pages can 
be found at your local college bookstore. 
In contrast, Professor Violi disclosed that even teachers 
utilize them. As a preparation for the Ph.D .. oral examina­
tion, "it's a i·are candidate who doesn't U!'\e outline guides 
even after having read an original work. .. But I dare say 
that a good share of Ph.D. candidates probably pass their 
orals without having read the original either!" · -
Are there any apparent differences that exist in the 
personality of the student review book user? "My profes­
sional guess," expressed Dr. Bauer, "is that you have a 
bimodal group here. The so-called short-cut group who 
will always try to do things the easiest way. These 
youngsters have not studied most of the term and are 
basically not students in the old fashioned sense of the 
word. They are trying to pass courses rather than to learn 
from courses and they are attempting to accumulate 
their B.A. degree via a certain number of credits, so as 
to obtain 'vocation-skills' for their future security .  A 
second group is a highly anxious group who, though they 
are highly motivated, do not know in which manner to 
make themselves academically secure. In their case it is 
not a lack of discipline but an over-intense drive for per­
fectionism of an almost obsessive-compulsive quality that 
impels them to rely on ancillary material." 
A .Substitute, Not a Supplement 
Many students use review books as a substitute to 
learning rather than a supplement. "In high school, I 
used a review book as a basis for writing my term pa­
per," divulged one coed. "I received one of the highest 
marks in the class and my paper came back with the 
comment: 'Showed mature understanding and careful 
reading.' So I said to myself that if I can tm'n out some­
thing like that without reading the original material ... 
why should I?" 
Without exception, the most habitual use of review 
books occurs with great works of literature:- While a 
paperback edition of Tom Jones ·exceeds 850 pages, a- stu­
dent can purchase a review book of this or a nrnfti­
tudinous array of other renowned classics and incur con­
siderably less wear and tear on his nervous system and 
cerebral cortex if not 'his eyeballs. For the diminutive 
sum of one dollar he receives: complete analysis of the 
plot, chapter-by-chapter synopsis and commentary, sum­
mary of the characters, critical appraisal, biography of 
the author, and even several sample examination ques­
tions and answers - all in a mere 80 to 125 pages! 
In light of this brand of campus chicanery, it is little 
wonder that literature review books provoke the most 
contagious consternation among teachers. "Ultimately," 
chided Professor Lavender, "the student is in a position 
to answer the important questions and to make seemingly 
profound remarks about a novel he has never read." Fur­
thermore, "Some of the greatest novels and works of 
philosophy, in which the very cast of mind and the very 
dimension of emoti9n is what the student is to get who 
reads this unique experience of n:ieeting Plato, Henry 
James, arid Herman Melville," exclaimed the professor. 
"This is lost and this to me is the rankest act of prosti­
tution." 
Some students appear to judge the review books com­
pany rather than themselves with contempt. "These review 
book companies really cash in on us because they know 
the pressures we're under " exclaimed one scornful coed. 
"When someone's desperate, barely passing and the final 
exam comes with half the required reading not done -
you'd pay anything for a review book because there's no 
alternative. " 
The publishers of the review books though seem to 
c.ontend that �hey are above reproach. "I view the par­t1_cular materrnl we publish as 'supplementary study aid," asserted Barry D. Huber, president of American 
R.D.M. Corp . Mr. Huber, whose firm specializes in suc­
cinct, comprehensive literature review books called 'Study­
masters" agreed that "This doesn't mean that we will sell 
this to students who guarantee to use it as such. That 
would be naive and also impossible for us to police. How 
a student uses a particular review book is, to a degree, 
between the student's own conscience and his own in­
structor." 
Used to Relieve Pressure 
On one side of the current controversy are the students 
who have become addicted to the review book phenomenon. 
"I �hink ·the review book is a form of adaptation," ex­
plame? one such student. "If you use it you're definitely 
lessenmg the pressure on yourself. You're also maintaining 
some form of security to get you through the facts as well 
as think courses. Then· this gives you the extra time to 
devote to the courses that really interest you." Likewise, 
agreed another: "Review books are a necessity to a stu­
dent who can't -give all of his time to school and yet is 
desirous of sustaining a decent scholastic average." 
_ In unequivocal favor of review books, amongst others, 
1s Professor Violi. "Learning, being the complex thing it 
is, every possible aid to encompass the vast area is neces­
sary and vital," decl;i.red the professor with convictio!n. 
"There was a time when learning was easily encompassed 
?Y a Re�aissa_nce Man. He could recall all learning sub­
Ject to his reVIew and become encyclopedic. But the world 
has grown tremendously complex, the disciplines have 
grown so befouled with learning that without some kind 
of aid and memory job, it would be impossible to meet any 
kind of examination." 
In concurrence with these conclusions are the publishers. 
Many, like Barry D. Huber, feel that review books" are 
the difference of having that extra bit of knowledge that 
makes the user somewhat more unique than the -chap who 
has just read the book itself and nothing else. The more 
the student knows about a given body of knowledge," 
contends Mr. Huber, "the better he is able to evaluate 
it, understand it, retain it, accept what he wants from it, 
as well as reject what he believes to be meaningless." 
On the other hand, some students categorically are of 
the notion that review books will be of meager assistance 
once the student ei1ter Graduate School. Even in many 
advanced or. highly technical undergraduate courses the 
review book may be out of the question .. 
One coed seemed to sum _up the impressions of many of 
her peers on this aspect. "Many times," she so percep­
tively stated, "you're actually taking the easy way out; 
your mental processes aren't undergoing a workout. It 
kind of sets a pattern for later life when you'll continually 
take the shortcut to do everything. If you do this all the 
time," she continued, "you keep relying on your crutch 
and you're no longer able to pick up something; to for­
mulate any original ideas on your own." 
In agreement with this vi'ew is Dr. Bellush who feels 
that "Education is an attempt to not merely secure knowl­
edge but also an endeavor to secure the ability and the 
discipline of reading, learning, and interpreting the sig­
nificance of what you read. a review book," he declared, 
"merely gives you the factual material and if you depend 
upon that to the detriment of trying to understand that 
which is important in class discussion, then you ·iose the 
whole value of education. This is a perversion of the 
educational system. This is deceit on the part of the re­
view book company and this is a blasphemous approach, 
it seems to me, to the whole concept of education!" 
Opposed to both pro and con views is social critic and 
author Paul Goodman, who maintains that "review books 
are a tiny detail of an entirely spurious system that has 
nothing to do ,v:ith scholarship whatever ... The point of 
- what's called 'Education' at present is to go up the ladder 
and get The Degree. From this point of view," stated Dr. 
Goodman, "I think the students are perfectly right to 
hoax the system in any way possible ... If there is to be 
any grading at all," (which he feels has nothing to do with 
education and should be scrapped) "a student would be a 
fool not to use a review book. The student who takes 
the shortcut to get the highest grade ought to be regarded 
as 1the model citizen. If it's a, question of learning some­thing - that's an entirely different story" 
Lastly, What will be done to an1eliorate the review book 
quandary that prevails? 
" Any reforms or improvements that may come," pre­
dicts professor Ba.nesh :tJ:offmann, "will have to be, not 
from the publishers of review books, but from the educa­
tional establishment which will insist on giving tests that 
require depth and understanding and not just mere fac­
tual knowledge. When this occurs,'' forecasts Professor 
Hoffmann, "the review books will have to go along." But 
then an ironic twist of fate might result: "They may 
tun1 into textbooks!" 

FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE 
EXAMINATION FOR ALL SUBJECTS LISTED BELOW WILL BE 
HELD AT THE 23RD STREET CENTER. Conflicts must be reported 
to the Evening Session Office (see bulJetin board notice). Conflict 
examinations will be held at 6 :00 P.M. in Room 4 South. 
6:1!5 P.M. Wednesday, May 26, 1965 8:30 P.M. 
Acct. 203, 9394 
'Advt. 124 
Bus. Adm. 9500 
Bus. Stat. 358, 9651, 9653, 9659 
Jns. 185, 280 
fot. Bus. 9140 
Int. Tu. 344 
Mgt. 109/209, 208, 307, 9604 
Mktg. 213, .9611 
Mat. 160 
Real Est. 193, 292 
Ret. 133 
Sec. St. 401, 403, 411-11, 413, 407, 
Acct. 230, 9103 
Mgt. 105, 204, 405, 9204, 9609 
Mktg. 211, 8100 
_Real Est. 192 
Ret. 9630 
Psych. 1 
Sec. St. 402-13, 404 
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CLUB NEWS 
ACCOUNTING SOCIETY 
The Accounting Society will 
meet Monday at 10 :00 P.M. in the 
Jlllarble Lounge, Student Center. 
This week the society will hold 
a business meeting and will elect 
officers for next term. 
ADVERTISING CLUB 
The Advertising Club meets 
Thursday at 8:30 P.M. in Room
410, Student Center. 
The club is running several 
projects and all interested students 
are welcome. 
CAMERA CLUB 
The Camera Club goes CO-ED. 
This week we �re going to be 
pl)otogrlj.phing the runner up from 
ing should come to the HUB 
Lounge, Room 302, Student Cen­
ter any evening this week. 
INTER-CLUB BOARD 
The Inter Club Board will meet
tonight at 9:00 P.M. in the Oak 
Lounge, Student Center. All -clubs 
must send a representative to this
meeting. Elections for next term's 
officers will be held at this meet­
ing. 
INVESTMENT & FINANCE 
workshop will do scenes from 
Broadway plays, study acting tech­
niques, and body movements. 
On Monday at 9:30 P.M. in the
Oak Lounge, Playrads will hold a 
so�ial and business meeting. 
'. ' STUDEN�' bouNCIL 
Every evening from 6:00-to 8:00 
Student Council sponsors a pro-
gram in Room 407, Student Center. 
Coffee is served and music is pro" 
vide<!. 1 
• I , • • 
lntramurals ... :
417 
____________ __:_ _____________ I last term's Miss Evening Session 
. The Investment & Finance $6-ciety meets every Thursday at 
10:00 P.M. in Room 402, Student 
Center. This week the club will 
have a speaker on "How to Mul­
tiply Your Capital.'' The treasure 
repo1-ts the ' club's "investments" 
have shown a profjt of 15% this 
term. If you want to find out how 
you can make a profit come to a 
meeting. 
(Continued from Page 8) · 
emerged on top with a 41-35 lead. 
Schwartz paced the Reporter's 
scoring in this quarter as he 
scored eight of his team's thirteen 
points. :,. 1 615: P.M. Thursday, May 27, 1965. 8:30 P.M. Contest. Bring your. camera if you can, even if you can't bring your 
Math. 150, 150A, 150B, 151, 152, 51, Sec. St. 406 Our beautiful model will arrive 
Health Ed. 71 
I 
Law 101, 102, 103, 8100 · camera .come anyway. 
The fourth quarter opened with 
the Report�r scoring five straight 
53 - , at 10:00 P.M. Wednesday in Room NEWMAN CLUB \ point
s by . Winley to close the 
The Newman Club will meet margin to one,· 41-�0. A foul shot 
friday _;at ?:bO P.M. fu the dat _PY', ?we1;sie ia:r:_J.d a ; one-hander _bY, 
Lounge, Student Center. The eve- Roman . .' Scnarl from the side 
ning- is planned as Family Night opened the lead for the Seve�s t� 
and all Newmanites are welcome 44-40. ·Then the Reporter hit a 
Sec. St. 411-21, 405, 415 
·









M _______________________ i you th_l,n, (Refre§h�entll will be 
: . Tuesday, June 1, 1965 8:30 P.M. served). 
Acct. 103, 205, 262 
Advt, 125 
Acct. 204, 221 
Mgt, 106, 201, 9305, 9608 
Mktg. 210, 9212 
The Carver Club will meet Fri- with their families dry spell as the Sevens scored 
day at 8:00 P.M. in Room 307, 
· seven straight points to open up 
CARVER CLUB 
.\ Credit 270 
Ins. 282 Student Center. !!'his week the PLA YRADS a eleven point lead, 51-40. A foul 
club will prese;,_t Mr. James Law- Playrads' workshop meets every shot by Schwartz- ended the dr
y Int. Tr. 140 
Mgt. 206, 9709 
Mktg. 110, 312, 9612 
Real Est. 190 
son. He will discuss the economic· Friday at 7:45 P.M. in the 11th spell for the Reporter to make i
t 
and political aspects of "Harlem floor cafeteria. This term the ·51-41. With two minutes left iri 
Redevelopment" there will be a the game, the Reporter went to a
Ret. 130 
Sec. St. 402-21, 447, 457 
question and·. answer period. 
N B 
pre�sing defense and for a whili 
Mr. Lawson is the leader of the j ne QWS it· was worked as the Reporter 
African N ationahsts· and advocates forced· the Sevens into throwing 
6:15-P.
M
. Wednesday, June 2, 1965 8:30 P.M. black,nationalism. All students .are (Continued from Page 8) the· ball away. A foul shot by Dan-
welcome at the prog1·a,m. Refresh- was Dermody's third shutout in a ·;ziger offset by Portnoy's foui 
m�nts will be served. row. shot made it 52-42 . with a minute Acct. 210, 211, 8100 
Econ. 15 I 
Econ. 20 
Polit. 1 City got only two men to third and a half left in the game. Two 
CHESS CLUB during the game .  The best scoring foul shots by· Goldstein and a lay-6:15 P.M. Thursday, June 3, 1965 8:30 P.,M:, 
. The Chess Club meets Thursd;y chance came in the first. Dave 
up by Winley made it 52-46 with 
Acct. 101, 222, 9301, 9392 Acct. 102, 245, 260 at 8.30 P.M. in Room 411, Student· Hayes grounded a single up 
· the 55 seconds left. Goldstein then 
Advt. 126, 9620 Advt. 122, 123 Center: riuddle, but Henik promptly hit 
stole the ball and was fouled as 
Bus. Stat. 9654, 9759 .Int. Tr. 141, 247 The club also plans to hold nom- into a double play. Beccalori reach-
he drove in for the shot. When 
Hum. Rel. 601 Mgt. 304, 305, 9205 inations for next term's officers eel first on an error and moved to 
SehaTf · banked the ball violently, 
lnt. Bus. 9648 Mktg. 9617 this 'feek. All interested students second on Gatti
ls single to left. the Sevens were hit with a tech-
Int. Tr. 146 are , invited, refreshments will be With two on, Bernie Ma.rtin fanned 
nical foul. Goldstein was given 
Mgt. 205, 9405, 9603 served. to encl the· threat. 
three shots on the lin·e. Goldstein 
Mktg. 1!12, 9112, 92!9, 9618 Dave Minkoff's infield hit w
as hit on -all tlu·ee shots to make it 
Pub. Rel. 129 DEMOCRATIC
 CLUB all City got for the rest of the ·52:49 vnth 25 seconds left. When 
Real. Est. ]J9,t The Democratic Clu
b meets every game. The Beavers did mount a play resumed the Reporte
r re-
Ret. 134 
Wednesday, This week the meet- mild threat in the ninth. With one ceived possession of the ball from 
-------------------------- ing will begin at 8:15 P.M. in out, Gatti walke
d and moved to the technical. As the Reporter 
6:'1!5 P.M. Monday, June 7, 1965 \ 8:30 P.M. Room 403, .Student· Center. All second· on Martin's in
fi'elcl out. worked the ball for a driving 
-":"-___________________ __:_____ stµdents
 are invited to the meet- Minkoff's grounder was kicked by shot, Beagle was fouled. However,
 
.Advt. 225, 9625 Advt. 9126 ing. Tonight we are electing of- shortstop Dan Waraksa and nm-
he could only manage one out of 
Bus. Stat. 159 Bus. Stat. 9159· ficers foi:. next term. 
· 
ners were on first and third. Mink- two at Jhe foul line to mak
e it 
Mgt. 107, 207 Credit 170 All students who are interested in· off stole second, but both men 
·52-50, Sevens. Cohen's foul shot 
Mktg. 114 Int. Tr. 241.5 the primary fight are invited to a were stranded when Pete Schnei
- with eight seconds left in the game 
Pub. Rel. 203 Mgt. 109 , special meeting May 19 · at 8 :45 cler fanned. 
ended the scoring, giving the Mag-
Real Est. 191, 9396 Mktg. 219, 9610 P.M. in Room 403. Waraksa opened the tenth w{th 
nificent Seven a 53-50 victory . 
. Ret. 237 Real Est. 297, 9399 ·a long drive clown the l�ftfield 
Cohen, Poi-tnoy and Rosen all 
HEBREW SOCIETY line. The tall grass blocked· the paced the Sevens' attack
 with 14 
.
6 :15 P.M. Tuesday, _June· 8,' 1965 8 :30 P.M. The Hebrew Society meets every markings of the foul line. Accord-
points apiece. Swersie and Scharf 
Thursday night at 8:30 P.M. in ing to City the ball hit foul and followed wit
h seven and four, re-
Aclvt. 120, 121, 9120 Advt: 9123 8:30 P.M. in Roon;., 407, Student· then bounced back into fair terri-
spectively. 
Bus. S.t. 9758 Bus. St. 450· Center. 
' tory. According ·to the umpire it IntramurG
I s;�'n8;;, Pts 
fot. Bus. 9645 Int. Bus. 9644 This weE:k the society is hold- was fair _all the way. Henry Williams 5 39 13 91 












' ficers.,After the. el�ctiori a social put on _the squeez e play, Smith in��:li;::.�s!cCants : � 1� 
�g
is pl-armed. Refreshments will be served· up a curve ball- to ·Walt .parl Danziger 6 38 12 88 
Ret. 135 Econ. 101, 102 served. All students ai·e welcome, Peto and he bunted the ban· back ��yn�la�inley 
� g1 � ig
HUB 
Final examinations· for courses not listed above will be given in the last HUB is holding a picmc this 
session of class [Wednesday, May 19. through Tuesday, May 25] in the Sunday at Hempstead State Park. 
1:e�lar classroom. Any student interested in attend-
B·EFORE CLASS. 
to the mound. Sm_ith fired home, Leslie Wyche 4 20 10 so 
but Waraksa beat the throw and James Tynes 5 26 9 61 
the Pirates moved ahead of -City r;:'r';, �<;;t1�;
in g ii 1� � 
in�o fourth place with a 4-3 league Alan Portnoy 6 19 7 45 
record. �fe�!
ns���;� � �� g �




















Page Eight T H E  R E P O R T E R Wednesday, May 12, 1965 
Magnificents Top Reporter Beavers Losing Skein
To Gain Second Half Finals R����o��,0,��:�0,f!�:.: ,h,By VAL CLARK Beavers dropped their third and fourth consecutive one-run 
The second week of the second round-robin of the Evening Session Intramural Bas- games and tumbled all the way down to sixth place in the 
ketball Tournament was completed last Friday evening when the Magnificent Seven de- Met Conference. 
feated the Reporter, 53-50, in a game played in Hansen Hall. Saturday, at Hempstead, Hofstra 
Avenging an earlier defeat by the Reporter in the first half of the tournament, the scored in the bottom of the ninth 
Sevens scored its second• on a wild throw by pitcher Roland 




Meyreles to edge out a 6-5 victory. 
straight trmmp O e sec- G F p G F p zty 1 rounces Sunday, at South Orange, N. J., ond round without a loss. The g:��\�er � � 1� ����Y � � �! Seton Hall hit a disputed triple 
Reporter suffered its second Goldstein 1 G a ��=� � i 1: B kl 8 4 
and squeezed home the runner in 
straight defeat of the tournament t'��itz g g g Swersie 3 I 7 roo yn, • the tenth inning to nip the Beav-
after winning the first round �,Ji�\�"
yrtz : i ii ers, 1-0. 
championship with a 4-0 record. In recent years, when losing The twin defeats gave City a 





50 Totals 21 11 53 streaks and batting slumps hit 5-6 record for the year and evened 
year's competition is 4-2. Magnificent Seven - ;� ;g ;� �� = � the City nine, there was always their  Met Conference record at 
The scheduled game be.tween Free throws missed. Reporur (7l - one salvation. The Beavers still 4a4. Five of the six losses have 
Carver Club and the Beavers was �';.';;�l'ii«)�i'f'§�g;:.; gj'1�te�h:.; i;��f.: had to meet Brooklyn College. been by one run and four of them 
cancelled because of a Fashion noy 2, Swersie. have come in the final inning. 
Show that was put on by the Officials: Val Clark and James Tynes. The Brooklyn game came just City will have to beat first 
members of Carver last Friday at the right time this year too. place . LIU Saturday as wel l  as 
evening. The Beavers are 1-0 in foul shot to give the Reporter a City snapped a four-game losing Fordham on Friday to equal last 
the second round and 4-1 overall. 9-7 lead. Five straight points by streak and pounded out ten hits year's fourth place finish. 
Carver's record is just the re- the Sevens made i t  1 2-9 before in  defeating the Kingsmen, 8-4, City didn't mount much of an 
versed 0_1 in the second round Danziger's jumper closed the mar- at Babe Ruth Field, Monday. The attack in either game getting a 
and 1_4 over-all. gin to 12-11 with 45 seconds left triumph evened the Beavers rec- total of seven hits. Against Norm in the quarter. Steve Swersie's ord at 6-6. Brooklyn is 4-8. Dermody of Seton Hall, City got 
============"" I jump shot made it 14-11 ,  Sevens, Bernie Martin who had been in two first inning hits and then only 
The second half intrnmural 
championship will be decided Fri­
day night when the Beavers meet 
the Magnificent Seven at 6 :30. In 
the nightcap the Reporter faces 
the Carver Club at 7 :45. 
On May 21 the finals will be 
heJd with the second half winner 
meeting the Reporter - the first 
half winner. 
Results of the fi.nal games as 
well as the all-star and most val­
uabel player selections will be an­
nounced in the September issue of 
the Reporter. 
but was _offset by Danziger's Jay- a slump for the past two weeks one over the final nine innings. 
up with three seconds left. A snapped out of it with a three- The Hofstra attack amounted to 
forty-five footer from half court run homer and rbi single. Barry four hits, but some walks and a 
by Cohen at the buzzer ended the Edelstein rapped fwo hits and Lou dropped fly ball combined ,vith the 
scoring foi,:., the first quarter with Henik came off the bench to knock hits to give City a 5-2 lead in the 
the Magnificent Seven on top, 16- in two runs with a double and sac- fifth inning. 
12. rifice fly. Hofstra Scores Early 
The Sevens scored first in the Martin started his first game on Hofstra opened the scoring with 
second quarter as Elliott Rosen the mound for the varsity, but two runs in the first off Meyreles, 
scored on a jump shot from fifteen shifted to the outfield in the third who had allowed just three earned 
feet out. Rosen again scored on a inning trailing 4-1 .  Joel Weinber- runs in 30 innings going into the 
layup to put the Sevens up by ger pitched four innings of shut- game. With two out, Len Powell 
eight, 20-12. Danziger opened the out ball to get the victory. Roland singled and scored on Bart Mc­
scoring for the Reporter ,vith a Meyreles wrapped up the game Donald's double. Bill Cheslock 
rebound shot to make i t  20-14. with three scoreless innings. singled McDonald in .  
Schwartz then took a pass from Ede.lstein's first hit and three City got one back in  the fourth 
Burt Beagle to close the gap to walks gave City a run in the and added four , in the fifth. Two 
four points, 20-16, before Rosen second. Two walks and Martin's walks and Lou Henik's two-out 
and Cohen combined for four points first homer of the year made it single accounted for a run in the 
to make it 24-16. Winley's one for 4-4 in the third. fourth. A two-walk, two-out sit­
two at the foul l ine made i t  24-17. The winning runs came across in  uation occurred in  the fifth also. 
A jumper by Danziger and a foul the fifth on Edelstein's infield hit, This time Steve Beccalori doubled 
shot by Goldstein closed the mar- a wild throw, Henik's double, a home Meyreles to tie the sco1·e. 
gin to two points, 24-22, with ten single by Barry Mandel and Ralph Lou Gatti's single plated Dave 
seconds left in the half. But once Mastruzzo's sacrifice fly. Hayes and Beccalori came home 
again the · Reporter was to be · City added two insurance runs on a wild throw. A wild pitch 
haunted by a buzzer shot. This in the eighth on walks to Dave moved Gatti up a base and he 
time it was Swersie's shot which Hayes and Edelstein, singles by scored when Henik's fly to center 
found the range just as the buzzer· Lou Gatti and Martin and Henik's was dropped. 
sounded to end the half giving sacrifice fly. It didn't take long for the 






Seton Hall 4 
Fordham 5 
Cit)· Collece 4 
Hofstra 3 




LIU at l\1anbattan 
Seton Hall at Hofstra 
Tomorrow 
St. John's at Manhattan 
Friday 


















31/, � 4 
:�
LIU at City Colleg-e [Babe Ruth Field 
1 :00) 
Fairleigh-Dickinson at Hofstra Wagner at NYU 
Seton Hall at Iona 
Dutchmen to answer back. Randy 
Harris singled and Mike Rosenfeit 
triple made it 5-3 in the home 
fifth. A walk to McDonald and 
Cheslock's long homer to left tied 
the score in the sixth. 
The score remained 5-5 going in­
to the home ninth. Harris opened 
,vith a walk. A bllllt was in order 
and Rosenfeit did bunt - but right 
to Meyreles.  He whirled to make 
a play at second only to find no 
one covering the base. He had to 
hold the ball. Another bunt fol­
lowed. This time Meyreles went to 
first with the throw and fired 
the ball into right field allowing 
the winning run to score . 
The loss was the first for 
Meyreles after three victories. Joel 
Hershk.in, who pitched the ninth 
inning, was the winner.  After City, 
Hostra met Iona in  another Met 
Conference game and Hershk.in 
also received the ,vin to become 
the second double winner i.n con­
ference history. 
The Seton Hall game was a 
classic pitching performance b�· 
City's Howie Smith and the 
Pirates' Dermody. Smith allowed 
six hits, three walks and struck 
out five. Dermody just three Juts, 
three walks and ten strikeouts. It 
(Continned on Page 7) 
Five straight points by Alan 
Portnoy opened the game and the 
Sevens were out to a quick 5-0 
lead. But the Reporter bounced
right back as Cad Danziger's 
jumper at 1 :22 of the first quarter 
made it 5-2. Ten seconds later Bob 
Schwartz's Jay-up made i t  5-4. 
Thirteen seconds after Schwartz's 
basket, Gene Goldstein put the Re­
porter up by one, 6-5. Jerry Cohen 
put the Sevens back on top on a 
jumper from the side, but Danzi­
ger scored on a pass from Ronnie
Winley and was fouled in the act
of shooting. Danziger completed 
the three-point play by netting the 
Both teams scored evenly in the 
third quarter as the Sevens 
(Continued on Page 7 )  Hunter Tops City On Run In Ninth 
Athletes Will Be Honored 
At All-Sports Nile Dinner 
The undergraduate athletes of the College will be hon­
ored next Thursday (May 20) , at the 20th annual All-Sports 
Nite Dinner. Sponsored by the College's Alumni Varsity As­
sociation, the affair will be held in the Georgian Ballroom 
of the Hotel Statler-Hilton. 
Over 200 athletes will receive 
major or minor awards and over 
30 players will be singled out for
outstanding performances. 
The featured speaker for the 
evening will be Mel Allen, the 
"Voice of the Yankees" from 1946 
until last year. This is expected 
to be Mr. Allen's first speaking 
engagement in New York City 
since he was signed two months 
ago by the Milwaukee Braves to 
broadcast their games on TV and 
radio into Atlanta. 
l(opczuk, O'Connell Top Athletes 
The top two athletic awards will 
go to soccer goalie W a 1 t e r 
Kopczuk and distance runner Jim 
O'Connell. Kopczuk will receive the 
Ben Wallack Memorial Award of 
the Class of 1913 as the athlete 
who reflected the mo t credit upon 
CCNY by his athletic achievement. 
For the second straight year he 
wa nam d to the All-American 
team. 
O'Connell will receive the Arthur
H.  Greenb rg Memorial Award as 
the athlet who reflected the most 
hono1· upon the oil ge by his skill, 
ability and character. He broke th 
College's cross-country record four 
tim. s lust (all as w 1 1  a distin­
guishing him� I C  i ,t major eastei-n 
competition . 
Kopczuk also receives the Class 
of 1923 Soccer Award for out­
standing spoitsmanship. O'Connell 
doubles up with the Class of 1922
Award as the outstanding member 
of the Cross-Country team. 
Sophomore backcourt star Mike
Pearl earned three awards. He will 
get the John D. Lasak Memorial
Award for skill, ability and char­
acter. In addition, he will be cited 
as the most improved player on 
the team and for leading in free­
throw percentage. 
The Baruch School Athletic 
Award for the outstanding grad­
uating Baruch varsity athlete goes 
to fencer Joe Menschik. 
l\fost valuable player awards will
go to Howie Smith, baseball ;  Bob
Bogart, track; Alan Zuckerman,
ba ketbal l ;  Beth chefflin, women's 
basketball ;  Stan Lefkowitz, fenc­
ing; Ken Wunsch, tennfa ;  Cliff 
Soas, soccer;  Bruce Gitlin, rifle; 
and Larry S igel , junior varsity
bask tball. 
Other award winner include:
Ray amisa, basketball ; Paul 
Bi d rman, wrestling; George Lang
and Tony 1egov tti, occer; Tom 
E !wards, track; Joe Giovanni llo,
fencing; Bob hernick, fencing; 
Jerr)' r tsky, ti (ie ;  and Dave 
linkoff, ba ball. 
A runner, given two extra lives in the n inth inning, was singled home to give Hunter 
College an 8-7 victory over City College, at Babe Ruth Field, Thursday. 
The victory enabled Hunter to win the Municipal College title. The Hawks have already 
beaten Brooklyn and Queens which are members of the Knickerbocker Conference. 
For six innings the game re-,<:;•>-.-------------------------
sem�led more of a little league into open territory in left-center 
affair than a college game. Errors, The ball seemed to hang in the w'.1lks, . bad throws, stolen bases, air and Blumenfeld just managed wtld pitches and even a balk �n to snare it a foot off the ground an_ attempted appeal play were rn with a back-hand Junge. Mathias evidence. then fanned pinch hitter Ralph 
Once City tied the score at 7-7 Mastruzzo to end the game . 
in the sixth on Steve B�ccalori's A walk, hits by Lou Gatti and lofty two-run homer to nght-cen- Hayes and an error gave City two ter, the �ame se�tled d?wn. Both in the first. Hunter got them back 
team_s reh�ved with _then· aces .- in the third on two hits, a hit bat­How,� Smith for City and M ike ter, two stolen bases and two wild 
Matluas for Hunter. pitches. Hunter knocked out staiter 
After two rapid innings, Hun- Joel Weinberger with three runs 
ter came up in the ninth. Fred in the third. Two walks, two hits, 
Blumenfeld opened with a neat an en-or, a passed ball and a balk 
bunt hit down the third base line. made up the rally. Catcher Bernie 
Smith then picked him off first Martin made his first pitching ap­
- except that the umpire was pea.ranee of the season and got out 
caught out of position and couldn't of the inning aided by some bad 
see the tag applied. So he ruled baserunning. The bases were load-
the runner safe. ed with one out. A fly to left 
Quick all Hurls scored the nmner from third. The 
Blumenfeld then tried to steal runner on firSt tagged up and 
second. Catcher Bernie Martin's broke for second. After getting 












�:� Dave Hayes made a neat pickup on second. City wound up with aand fast tag. However the umpire double play. seeing the ball bounce in front of 
the bag had made a quick call, Citv had runn rs on fir t and 
before the play was even com- third· in t.he third. Minkoff brok 
pleted, so Blumenfeld had another for econd. Catch r John F tTa· 
l ife. One out later Mathias singled dino's throw went into nter field 
to left for the game winner. allowing the ru1111 r from thi 1·d to 
ily tried to bounce back in the scor . The c nterfi Id r then fit· d 
home ninth. With one out, Dave th boll past third and iinkoH 
Minkoff and Barry Edelstein came around to scor . 
rapp d sing! s up the middle. Hunt r had U1e sam first and 
Ban-y Mandel ,  who was robbed of lhird situa ion in th fourth. B · 
hits three cons cu 1e times, mad for Martin could pi h, th runn r 
it four straight. Re sent a ddve hrok toward s cond. Martin fired 
to Hayes, but the ball went off 
his glove into the outfield and the 
runner went to th.ird. Fenadino 
then worked the squeeze and Haye · 
fumbled the ball and everyone was 
safe. E entually City missed a 
6-4-3 double play at first, but 
Ferradino tried to score from sec­
ond and was nailed on Gatti's peg 
to catcher Pete Schneider. Schnei­
der blocked the plate hard as the 
husky Ferradino charged into him, 
but he held the ball. 
i\'landel Robbed Again 
Beccalod's sing! 
1 
Gatti's doubt , 
a hit batter and a walk made it 
7-5 with no one out in th bottom 
o.f the fifth. Starte1· Torn Bagnoli 
then took things into bis ow11 
hands. He fanned Edelstein. Mandel 
then l ined the ball up the middl . 
Bagt;1oli knocked the ball down and 
managed to g t a fo1 play al 
the plate. R then stru k out 
chneider to end the inning. 
City even d th game in th 
sixth again.st the t iring Bagnoli. 
Hayes sing! d to c n r. Bill Mil­
l r w nl out on a deep driv to 
c nter, but 8 ccalo1i angled a high 
driv to right-c n r that •!ear 
the fen for his fo-st horn r o! 
th year. Gatti and Martin w n.t 
out on shan, d1·iv s to th out­
fi ld. 
Th n th game b ·ame a. pitch­
r's baUI . mith nail cl six in o 
row b fore th fatul nln h inning.
fathi ll-'1 gav up a sing! ond hil
on bal r, but !I ruckout batte 
in key spots. 
